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Deportes Ruben's 

"Versatile Sports Accessories"

Featuring an extensive selection of sporting goods, Deportes Ruben's

delights outdoor enthusiasts with an array of items pertaining to different

sports. Along with equipment for mountain climbing, they also offer a

great variety of products for sports such as football, basketball, and tennis

among others. The company specializes in eco-tourism and high-risk

sports such as rock-climbing, mountaineering, and camping. They also

have professional rescue equipment for sale.

 +52 55 5518 5636  deportesrubensdeportesw

eb.miadn.mx/

 ventas@deportesrubens.co

m.mx

 17 Calle de Venustiano

Carranza, Cuauhtémoc,

Mexico City
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Juguetibici 

"Paradise of Toys"

This is one of the most famous stores in Mexico City and a definite

favorite among children, for it is one of the biggest toyshops, with a great

stock of bicycles. Here it is possible to find all kind of brand names, and

though it specializes in models for children, there are also different

options for adults. Its extensive catalog includes mountain, competition

and sport bicycles.

 +52 55 5368 5799  juguetibici.com/  juguetes@juguetibici.com.

mx

 925 Matriz Calzada Vallejo,

Mexico City
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Benotto 

"Experts on Wheels"

Benotto produces some of the most popular bicycles worldwide, and its

products are sold at the best stores and sports shops; it also has its own

stores in different cities. At Mexico City's store, patrons can purchase

mountain, sport and exercise bikes for adults and children. You will also

find an array of bicycle related items such as footwear, clothing, pants,

replacement parts and more. The staff gladly provides advice for your

shopping purchases.

 +52 55 5689 1634  info@benotto.com.mx  3240 Avenida División del Norte,

Locales 3 y 4, Colonia Ciudad Jardín,

Mexico City
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